ABOUT ADAM

Adam Carroll has spent 15 years helping people do more with the money they make. He is an internationally recognized financial literacy expert, author of three Amazon best-sellers, a two-time TED talk speaker with nearly 4 million views on YouTube, and is the creator of the Broke, Busted & Disgusted documentary which aired on CNBC and is shown in hundreds of high schools and colleges across the country.

He is the host of the Build A Bigger Life podcast and the curator of Mastery Of Money.com.
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"Adam Carroll is so inspirational! He’s has changed my way of thinking of networking and how to succeed in business and I think everyone, not just business students, should hear him speak!"

– Kim Mai, Alumni, University of San Francisco

CONNECT:  www.AdamSpeaks.com/Speaking

TO BOOK:  MollyRose@AdamCarroll.info